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1 IntrodutionThe dissertation is devoted to edge-onnetivity augmentation of graphs and hypergraphs:with an approah di�erent from earlier ones we managed to generalize many known resultsof this area, and we have given simple algorithmi proofs of these old and new results. Thealgorithms are usually stated in an abstrat form and the onsidered spei� edge-onnetivityaugmentation problems are the appliations of these abstrat algorithms. Another merit ofthe dissertation is that through a uni�ed approah it shows the onnetions of some resultswhih were not ompared this way before. We onsider two notions of edge-onnetivityaugmentation. The �rst is the lassial approah when we inrease the edge-onnetivity ofa graph or hypergraph by introduing new edges or hyperedges. This is the toppi of themain part of the dissertation (Chapters 2-5). Although the starting struture an sometimeseven be a direted graph or hypergraph, we emphasize that the new (hyper)edges are alwaysundireted in this thesis. The objetive is almost always to minimize the total size of thesenew (hyper)edges.On the other hand, in Chapter 6 about soure loation we onsider a di�erent notion ofedge-onnetivity augmentation. Here the aim is to �nd a suitable, but smallest possible setof nodes S, suh that ontrating S gives the required onnetivity.2 Edge-onnetivity augmentation by adding (hyper)edgesChapter 2 is still an introdutory hapter in the thesis. First we show how to formulate theonsidered edge-onnetivity augmentation problems as a overing problem. By overingproblem we mean that we are given a set funtion p : 2V → Z ∪ {−∞} (whih will alsobe alled the de�ieny funtion) that we want to over with a graph or hypergraph G,whih simply means that dG(X) ≥ p(X) has to hold for every X ⊆ V (here dG(X) is thenumber of (hyper)edges entering the set X). In Setion 2.1 we show that the investigatededge-onnetivity augmentation problems an indeed be formulated as a overing problemwith a suitably hosen de�ieny funtion p. This setion shows the onnetions and the maindi�erenes between these edge-onnetivity augmentation problems based on the properties oftheir de�ieny funtions. It is important to note that every onsidered problem has immedi-ately two fundamentally di�erent versions, depending on whether the new hyperedges an bearbitrarily large or they an not (for example we only allow graph edges). Let us give somede�nitions. If p is a set funtion and X, Y ⊆ V are subsets then we onsider the following twoinequalities:

p(X) + p(Y ) ≤ p(X ∩ Y ) + p(X ∪ Y ), (∩∪)

p(X) + p(Y ) ≤ p(X − Y ) + p(Y − X). (−)A set X ⊆ V is alled p-positive if p(X) > 0. A pair of sets X, Y is alled rossing if

X ∩ Y, X − Y, Y − X and V − (X ∪ Y ) are all nonempty sets. The most general lass of setfuntion in the thesis is the lass of positively skew-supermodular funtions. A funtion

p is alled skew-supermodular if at least one of (∩∪) and (−) holds for every pair X, Y ⊆ V .1
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If we only require that at least one of these two inequalities has to hold for p-positive set pairs,then p is alled positively skew-supermodular. In many ases however the de�ienyfuntion has an even more spei� property. A set funtion p is alled (positively) rossingsupermodular if (∩∪) holds for every (p-positive) rossing pair X, Y . The funtion p isalled (positively) rossing negamodular if (−) holds for every (p-positive) rossing pair

X, Y . We point out that the adjetive �positively� raises algorithmi di�ulties, but in theonsidered edge-onnetivity augmentation appliations this fortunately does not emerge. Aset funtion p is symmetri if p(X) = p(V −X) holds for every X ⊆ V . Symmetri rossingsupermodular funtions are the �simplest� funtions that we onsider: they emerge in globaledge-onnetivity augmentation problems. These funtions are of ourse also skew-supermodular whih is not neessarily true without the symmetry. An important notion is thesymmetrized of a set funtion: if p is any set funtion then its symmetrized ps is de�ned as

ps(X) = max{p(X), p(V − X} for any X ⊆ V . Obviously, a hypergraph overs p if and onlyif it overs ps. The global ar-onnetivity augmentation problem of direted (moregenerally mixed) graphs or hypergraphs (with undireted edges or hyperedges) an beformulated as overing a rossing supermodular funtion. On the other hand, the so allednode-to-area edge-onnetivity augmentation problem an be onsidered as overinga rossing negamodular funtion. We also disuss variants of the loal edge-onnetivityaugmentation problem: here the symmetri skew-supermodular funtion to be overed hasother speial properties. Sine the versions of these problems are the main appliations of ourresults in this thesis, we formulate these problems expliitly.Problem 2.1 (Loal edge-onnetivity augmentation problem) Let H0 be a (hyper)-graph and let r : V × V → Z+ be a symmetri edge-onnetivity requirement. Our aim is to�nd a (hyper)graph H suh that λH0+H(u, v) ≥ r(u, v) for every pair of nodes u, v.The global edge-onnetivity augmentation of hypergraphs is the speial ase when
r(u, v) = k for every pair u, v ∈ V . Let us de�ne the λ funtion (edge-onnetivity) in amore general ontext.De�nition 2.2 A mixed hypergraph M = (V,A) is a pair of a �nite set V and a family Aontaining nonempty ordered pairs of subsets of V (the same pair an our more than one).The elements of A are alled hyperars. For a hyperar a = (Ta, Ha) ∈ A, the set Ta is alledthe tail set of a, while Ha is alled the head set of a. A path between nodes s and t is analternating sequene of distint nodes and hyperars s = v0, a1, v1, a2, . . . , ak, vk = t, suh that
vi−1 is a tail node of ai and vi is a head node of ai for all i between 1 and k.More intuitively we an think of a hyperar a as the subset Ta ∪ Ha of V , in whih everynode has a �role�: it is either a head node, a tail node or even both (head-tail node).An undireted hypergraph (shortly hypergraph) is a speial mixed hypergraph in whih everynode of a hyperar is a head-tail node of that hyperar. On the other hand, a path in a mixedhypergraph is simply the following: we start from a node whih is the tail of a hyperar, andwe jump to a head of this hyperar, from where we an proeed using another hyperar ofwhih this new node is a tail node (of ourse, we have to take are of the repetitions). After2

these preliminaries the most general de�nition of edge-onnetivity needed in this thesis is thefollowing.De�nition 2.3 Given a mixed hypergraph M = (V,A) and sets S, T ⊆ V , the edge-onne-tivity between S and T denoted by λM(S, T ) is the maximum number of ar-disjoint pathsstarting in S and ending in T (we say that λM(S, T ) = ∞ if S ∩ T 6= ∅). If s, t ∈ V then let
λM(s, t) = λM({s}, {t}).This de�nition speialized to hypergraphs and further to graphs gives bak the usual notionof edge-onnetivity. With these de�nitions we formulate the following problems.Problem 2.4 (Global ar-onnetivity augmentation of mixed hypergraphs) Let M =

(V,A) be a mixed hypergraph, r ∈ V be a designated root node, and k, l be nonnegative integers.Find a (hyper)graph H = (V, E) suh that λM+H(r, v) ≥ k and λM+H(v, r) ≥ l for any v ∈ V .Problem 2.5 (Node-to-area onnetivity augmentation problem) Given a (hyper)graph

H0 = (V, E0), a olletion of subsets W of V and a funtion r : W → Z+, our aim is to �nd a(hyper)graph H suh that
λH0+H(x, W ) ≥ r(W ) for any W ∈ W and x ∈ V. (1)The variants of these problems are the appliations of the results given in Chapter 2-5 ofthe dissertation. We don't give the de�nitions of the de�ieny funtions belonging to theseproblems, this an be found in the thesis. We did not state the objetive funtion to beoptimized in the above problems: the reader an think of the minimization of the total size ofthe hypergraph H , we will speak about other possible objetive funtions later. Let us alsoformulate a general overing problem for later referenes.Problem 2.6 (Covering Problem) Given a symmetri, positively skew-supermodular fun-tion p : 2V → Z ∪ {−∞} satisfying p(∅) ≤ 0, �nd a (hyper)graph H satisfying dH(X) ≥ p(X)for every X ⊆ V .The edge-onnetivity augmentation problems investigated in Chapters 2-5 are reformu-lated into suh a overing problem with a positively skew-supermodular de�ieny funtion(possibly with more speial properties in the spei� problems). Every problem has manyversions depending on, for example, whether the overing hypergraph H an ontain arbi-trarily large hyperedges or it annot. We an also onsider variants of the problems di�eringin their objetive funtion. In the minimum version the aim is to minimize the total sizeof the hypergraph H . However, beause of the skew-supermodularity it is more onvenientto onsider the more general degree-spei�ed version of the problems, where we are alsogiven a funtion m : V → Z+ and we are looking for a hypergraph H satisfying this degree-spei�ation at the nodes, meaning that dH(v) = m(v) has to hold at every node v ∈ V . Theonnetion between these two versions is given by the ontrapolymatroid C(p) determined bythe �good� degree-spei�ations:

C(p) = {x ∈ RV : x(Z) ≥ p(Z) ∀Z ⊆ V, x ≥ 0}. (2)3



The integer vetors in C(p) are alled admissible degree-spei�ations. The proper-ties of the polyhedron C(p) imply that the total size of a hypergraph overing p is at leastSLB(p) = max{
∑

X∈X p(X) : X is a subpartition of V }. It is also due to the properties of aontrapolymatroid that we an usually handle the so alledminimum node-ost version ofthese problems: here the target is to �nd a hypergraph H minimizing the sum ∑
v∈V c(v)dH(v)where c : V → R+ are given node osts.3 Edge-onnetivity augmentation by adding hyperedgesIn Chapter 3 we onsider the problem of overing a positively skew-supermodular funtion by(arbitrarily large) hyperedges. Sine the size of the hyperedges is not bounded, this probleman be solved in its whole generality, the solution is due to Szigeti [6℄. Let us de�ne thefollowing funtion for a hypergraph H = (V, E):

bH(X) = |{e ∈ E : e ∩ X 6= ∅}|.We say that the hypergraph H weakly overs the set funtion p if bH(X) ≥ p(X) holdsfor any X ⊆ V . Based on the following two observations we managed to generalize Szigeti'sresults in many diretions. The �rst observation says that Shrijver's supermodular olouringtheorem (and its polyhedral proof due to Tardos) an in fat be extended to skew-supermodularfuntions, and that this is strongly related to the notion of weak overing de�ned above.Theorem 3.1 ([10℄, with Tamás Király ) Let p be a positively skew-supermodular fun-tion, k ≥ max{p(X) : X ⊆ V } an integer and y ∈ C(p) ∩ ZV suh that y(v) ≤ k holds forevery v ∈ V . Let us de�ne the following polyhedron:

Q = Q(p, k, y) = {x ∈ RV : 0 ≤ x ≤ 1; x(v) = 1 if y(v) = k;

x(Z) ≥ 1 if p(Z) = k; x(Z) ≤ y(Z) − p(Z) + 1 ∀Z ⊆ V ; x ≤ y}.Then Q is an integer g-polymatroid and an integer vetor in Q orresponds to a hyperedge ina hypergraph H that ontains exatly k hyperedges, weakly overs p and satis�es the degree-spei�ation y.The seond observation is the following.Lemma 3.2 ([10℄, with Tamás Király) If p : 2V → Z ∪ {−∞} is a symmetri, positivelyskew-supermodular funtion, k = max{p(X) : X ⊆ V } and H is a hypergraph whih ontainsexatly k hyperedges and weakly overs p then H in fat overs p.Using the known properties of g-polymatroids (and their intersetions) these observationsimply the following orollary (we note that in the following results the number of hyperedgesin H is always fewest possible).Corollary 3.3 ([10℄, with Tamás Király) If p is a symmetri, positively skew-supermodularfuntion then the hypergraph of minimum total size overing p an be hosen nearly uniform. If4

p1 and p2 are two suh funtions satisfying max{p1(X) : X ⊆ V } = max{p2(X) : X ⊆ V } = kand y ∈ C(p1) ∩ C(p2) is vetor satisfying y(v) ≤ k for every node v ∈ V then there existsa hypergraph H ontaining exatly k hyperedges that overs both p1 and p2 and satis�es thedegree-spei�ation y.If we apply this to problems 2.1, 2.4 and 2.5 we obtain that their optimal solution anbe hosen nearly uniform, or we an solve two suh problems simultaneously, if the (fairlyarti�ial) ondition on the maximum de�ienies holds. Unfortunately we still need thisondition, sine we show in the thesis that without this ondition we obtain NP -ompleteproblems.4 Edge-onnetivity augmentation by adding graph edgesIn Chapters 4 and 5 we investigate what happens if we try to over the de�ieny funtiononly with graph edges (with fewest possible, say). The usual tehnique to solve the degree-spei�ed version of suh problems is splitting-o� : for a given m ∈ C(p) ∩ ZV (admissibledegree-spei�ation) and a pair of nodes u, v (satisfying that m(u) and m(v) are both positive)we try to inlude the edge uv in the solution. More formally we substitute the funtions p and

m by the modi�ed funtions p′ and m′, where
m′ = m − χ{u} − χ{v} and p′ = p − d(V,{(uv)}). (3)The splitting-o� operation is admissible if m′ ∈ C(p′) holds (in other words, starting froman admissible degree-spei�ation it reates another admissible degree-spei�ation). Thestarting point of the results is Lemma 4.1 whih is proved with a new approah to splitting-o�.Lemma 4.1 ([11℄, with Tamás Király) If p : 2V → Z ∪ {−∞} is a symmetri, positivelyskew-supermodular funtion, m ∈ C(p) ∩ ZV and p(X) > 1 for some set X ⊆ V then there isan admissible splitting-o�.A diret onsequene of this lemma is the following new generalization of Szigeti's abovementioned theorem: while so far we tried to over p with a fewest number of hyperedges, herewe try to over it with smallest possible hyperedges.Corollary 4.2 ([11℄, with Tamás Király) If p : 2V → Z∪{−∞} is a symmetri, positivelyskew-supermodular funtion, m ∈ C(p) ∩ ZV then there exists a hypergraph H satisfying thedegree-spei�ation m and overing p that ontains only one large hyperedge.As further appliations of Lemma 4.1 we give simple proofs for known results in Setion4.2.2. These proofs are inluded for didati reasons: we think that these proofs an be taughtwell.Lemma 4.1 suggests the idea of a simple algorithm that performs admissible splitting-o�sin a greedy way, and when it gets stuk then �nishes by adding one large hyperedge to thegraph edges found so far. This algorithm (in a more or less modi�ed form) and this optimisti5



greedy approah appears many times later on as well. This approah also motivates the rankrespeting versions of the onsidered problems. This only means that in problems 2.1, 2.4and 2.5 we want that the rank of the hypergraph H in demand should not exeed the rankof the starting (mixed) hypergraph (the objetive funtion is the same). In Setions 4.3-4.4we show that the greedy algorithm skethed above applied for these problems (and even forsome suitable generalizations) does not give a very bad answer: it will not inrease the ranktoo muh. Let us look at these results in more detail.In Setion 4.3 we investigate the ase when there is no further admissible splitting-o� (thatis, the greedy algorithm is stuk), and our funtion has some speial form. In Setion 4.3.1 weassume that the funtion p is the symmetrized of a positively rossing supermodular funtion

q. We make the surprising observation that �after ontration of tight sets� every subset willhave p value 1. This indues the question: haraterize the rossing set families F ⊆ 2V forwhih F∪co(F) = 2V (where a family F ⊆ 2V is alled rossing if X∩Y, X∪Y ∈ F for everyrossing pair X, Y ∈ F , and co(F) = {X ⊆ V : V − X ∈ F} for a set family F ⊆ 2V ). Anexample of suh a family is the following: let x ∈ V arbitrary and let X1, . . . , Xt be pairwisedisjoint subsets of V − x for some t ≥ 1 (possibly t = 1 and X1 = ∅). Consider the followingfamily:

Fx,X1,...,Xt
= {X ⊆ V : x ∈ X or X ⊆ Xi for some i ∈ 1, . . . , t}.The following theorem, whih is interesting also in itself, gives the haraterisation of thefamilies above.Theorem 4.3 ([11℄, with Tamás Király) Let F ⊆ 2V be a rossing family with ∅, V ∈ Fthat satis�es F ∪ co(F) = 2V . Then either V has exatly four elements and F = 2V \ {{y, z}}for some y 6= z, y, z ∈ V or there exists a node x ∈ V and X1, . . . , Xt pairwise disjoint subsetsof V −x for some t ≥ 1 suh that either F or co(F) is equal to Fx,X1,...Xt

or Fx,X1,...Xt
∪{V −x}.In Setion 4.3.2 we investigate the stuk situation of the greedy algorithm applied to thesymmetrized of a rossing negamodular funtion q. Sine overing suh a funtion only withgraph edges already inludes NP -hard questions (see the node-to-area problem in graphs), weneed to make further restritions on the funtion q. The assumption of Ishii and Hagiwarasuggests to onsider the ase when q = R − dH0

, where R is a rossing negamodular funtionthat does not take the value 1, and dH0

is the degree funtion of an arbitrary hypergraph H0.We prove the following lemma about the stuk situation (the node v ∈ V is alled positive if
m(v) > 0).Lemma 4.4 ([11℄, with Tamás Király) If q is a funtion of the above form, p = qs, m ∈

C(p) ∩ ZV , there is no admissible splitting-o� and m(V ) ≥ 5 then there exists a hyperedge in
H0 that ontains more than 1 positive nodes. Furthermore there is at most one positive nodethat is avoided by suh hyperedges.As a onsequene of this lemma we get the following surprising statement about the rankrespeting version of Problem 2.5: the greedy algorithm inreases the rank by at most 1 if the6

starting hypergraph H0 had rank more than 2, but it an inrease the rank with 2 if H0 wasa graph.In Setion 4.4 we investigate what happens if we apply the greedy algorithm to Problems2.1, 2.4 and 2.5. First we show that the algorithm applied to the loal edge-onnetivityaugmentation of hypergraphs gives an optimal solution without inreasing the rank. Weremark that after we have proved this result it turned out that it was also proved by BenCosh in [4℄: in fat by mixing his proof with ours we ould give a relatively simple prooffor this statement. In Setion 4.4.2 we onsider the global ar-onnetivity augmentation ofmixed hypergraphs and using the results of Setion 4.3.1 we show that the greedy algorithmapplied to this problem inreases the rank by at most 1. Finally in Setion 4.4.3 we de�ne thefollowing generalization of the rank respeting version of Problem 2.5.Problem 4.5 Let q = R−dH0

where R is a rossing negamodular funtion that does not takethe value 1, and dH0

is the degree funtion of an arbitrary hypergraph H0. Find a hypergraph

H of minimum total size overing q suh that the rank of H does not exeed that of H0.Then we show that a (simple) modi�ation of the greedy algorithm solves this problem ifthe rank of H0 is at least 3 (if it is 2, then we need more sophistiated modi�ations, but thisis desribed in [5℄). The result of Setion 4.4.3 appeared in [8℄.5 Covering symmetri rossing supermodular funtionswith graph edgesIf the funtion satis�es the supermodular inequality for any rossing set pair, and it is evensymmetri, then overing it with a minimum number of graph edges an be solved in polyno-mial time. This results is due to Benzúr and Frank. A partition X = {X1, X2, . . . , Xt} of Vis alled p-full if p(∪i∈IXi) > 0 for any nonempty I ( {1, 2, . . . , t}. The maximum ardinalityof a p-full partition is the dimension of p and is denoted by dim(p).Theorem 5.1 (Benzúr and Frank [3℄) The minimum number of graph edges overing asymmetri, positively rossing supermodular funtion p : 2V → Z∪{−∞} equals max{⌈SLB(p)/2⌉,

dim(p) − 1}.In Setion 5.3 we give a relatively simple algorithmi proof of this theorem, this appeared in[7℄. The simpliity of this proof is demonstrated by the fat that after the suitable modi�ationswe an even solve the partition onstrained version of the problem, whih is the following.Problem 5.2 Given a symmetri, positively rossing supermodular funtion p : 2V → Z ∪

{−∞} and a partition P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pr} of V , we are looking for a graph G overing pthat has only edges between di�erent members of the partition P.A speial ase of this problem, the partition onstrained global edge-onnetivityaugmentation of graphs was solved by Bang-Jensen, Gabow, Jordán and Szigeti in [2℄.Together with Roland Grappe and Zoltán Szigeti we managed to handle the more general7



Problem 5.2, too. For the solution of the minimum version of the problem onsider thefollowing lower bounds (the solution of the degree-spei�ed version is not detailed in thissummary beause of the spae limitations).

βi
p = max{

∑

Y ∈F

p(Y ) : F is a subpartition of Pi} for every i = 1, . . . r.Obviously, φp = max{⌈SLB(p)/2⌉, β1
p , . . . , β

r
p, dim(p) − 1} is a lower bound on the minimumnumber of graph edges overing p and satisfying the partition onstraints. We managed toshow algorithmially that this bound an almost always be ahieved, exept in some partiularases (alled on�gurations), when we need one more edge. The de�nitions of C∗

4 -, C∗
5 - and

C∗
6 -on�gurations appearing in the theorem below is not given here, again for spae limitations.Theorem 5.3 ([12℄, with Roland Grappe and Zoltán Szigeti) Let p : 2V → Z∪{−∞}be a symmetri, positively rossing supermodular funtion and P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pr} be apartition of V . The minimum number of graph edges overing p and satisfying the partitiononstraints is φp, unless a C∗

4 -, a C∗
5 - or a C∗

6 -on�guration exists for (p,P), when the minimumis φp + 1.If we speialize this theorem for the global edge-onnetivity augmentation problemof hypergraphs with partition onstrained graph edges then we get the following result(in the theorem below the C4- and the C6-on�gurations an be obtained by speializing the C∗
4 -and the C∗

6 -on�gurations appearing in the abstrat Theorem 5.3, details are again omitteddue to spae limitations; it is worth to note however that the C∗
5 -on�guration arises only inthe abstrat Problem 5.2).Theorem 5.4 ([13℄, with Roland Grappe and Zoltán Szigeti) Let H0 = (V, E0) be ahypergraph, P be a partition of V and k be an arbitrary positive integer. The minimumnumber of graph edges between di�erent lasses of the partition P that result in a k-edge-onneted hypergraph when added to H0 is φp0

+ 1, if a C4- or a C6-on�guration exists for
H0, and it is φp0

otherwise, where p0 is de�ned with p0(X) = k − dH0
(X) for any nonempty

X ( V , and p0(∅) = p0(V ) = 0.6 Soure Loation ProblemsIn Chapter 6 we investigate the following hypergraphi generalizations of the Soure LoationProblem.Problem 6.1 Given a hypergraph H = (V, E), a weight funtion w : V → R+ and a re-quirement funtion r : V → R+. Find a mimimum weight subset of the nodes S suh that
λH(S, v) ≥ r(v) for every v ∈ V .This problem was investigated in [1℄ in the ase when H only ontains graph edges andit was shown there that this problem is NP -omplete in general, but if either of r or w is8

onstant, then the problem an be solved in polynomial time. We also formulate the followingabstrat form of Problem 6.1 (a set funtion d is alled posimodular if −d is negamodular).Problem 6.2 Given a posimodular and submodular funtion d : 2V → R+, a weight funtion
w : V → R+ and a requirement funtion r : V → R+. Find a mimimum weight subset of thenodes S suh that

d(X) ≥ max{r(v) : v ∈ X} for every X ⊆ V − S. (4)By generalizing the methods of [1℄ we show that the abstrat Problem 6.2 an also be solvedif the funtions r and w are ompatible, whih means that there is an ordering v1, v2, . . . , vnof V suh that r(v1) ≤ r(v2) ≤ · · · ≤ r(vn) and w(v1) ≥ w(v2) ≥ · · · ≥ w(vn). We showthat a simple greedy algorithm solves the abstrat Problem 6.2 (with ompatible weights andrequirements) in polynomial time even if d does not satisfy the submodularity, however inorder to implement this algorithm one would need to minimize an interseting posimodularfuntion, whih is an open problem. On the other hand, if d is also submodular then thisan be solved with standard submodular funtion minimization tehniques. We furthermoreshow that a little more sophistiated algorithm improves the running time in the ase when therequirement funtion is onstant. Speializing these results for Problem 6.1 we get the followingappliation (where M(n′, m′) denotes the running time of a maximum �ow omputation in agraph with n′ nodes and m′ edges, and the total size of a hypergraph H = (V, E) is denotedby ||E||).Theorem 6.3 ([9℄) Problem 6.1 an be solved in O(nM(n + |E|, ||E||)) time if the funtions

r and w are ompatible. The running time an be improved to O(n2 log(n) + n||E||) if thefuntion r is onstant.Referenes[1℄ K. Arata, S. Iwata, K. Makino, and S. Fujishige, Loating soures to meet �ow demands inundireted networks, Algorithm theory�SWAT 2000 (Bergen), Leture Notes in Comput.Si., vol. 1851, Springer, Berlin, 2000, 300�313. 8, 9[2℄ J. Bang-Jensen, H. N. Gabow, T. Jordán, and Z. Szigeti, Edge-onnetivity augmentationwith partition onstraints, SIAM J. Disrete Math. 12 (1999), no. 2, 160�207 (eletroni).7[3℄ A. Benzúr and A. Frank, Covering symmetri supermodular funtions by graphs, Math.Program. 84 (1999), no. 3, Ser. B, 483�503, Connetivity augmentation of networks:strutures and algorithms (Budapest, 1994). 7[4℄ B. Cosh, Vertex Splitting and Connetivity Augmentation in Hypergraphs, Ph.D. thesis,University of London, 2000. 7 9
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